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Day Session 

Grouping

Session Title Description

Sunday, October 21 S-1 Inspections Training - Presented By Rick 

Bashaw (RMS)

Full training on Mercury Inspections - how to set up Rating Lists, Inspection Fields, and Inspection Definitions. How to create inspections 

from Dynamic lists and via templates. How to update and view inspections that are in progress or complete. This session is comparable to 

the Inspection training given during Mercury 3 trainings - you can use this session as a refresher, or to supplement your planned Mercury 3 

training. Some knowledge of Mercury 3 Dynamic Lists and Mercury Templates is assumed.

Sunday, October 21 S-1 User Access Training - Presented By 

Phil James (RMS)

Full training on Mercury User Access. Topics covered include Users, Permissions, Securables, Roles, and Positions. You will learn how to 

create Roles and Positions and use them to refine your Users' experiences. This training assumes sufficient knowledge of Mercury 3 to 

have context for the types of items you are controlling access to on the Home Menu, Setup Menu, and via Dynamic Lists.

Monday, October 22 M-1 Using Mercury to Facilitate Staff Hiring 

and Tracking - Presented By Leanica 

Adams (University of Houston)

At University of Houston, we have utilized Mercury to hire a conference student staff team of 64 students! You will learn how Mercury 

simplified this process, how we used custom fields to aide in reporting and tracking applicants, and other lessons we learned along the 

way.

Monday, October 22 M-1 New User Orientation and Making the 

Most of Your Client Success Resources - 

Presented By Jen Frank, Joe 

Yamiolkowski, and Lana Furry (RMS)

This session is intended for users who are new to RMS or who want a refresher on what your Support and Client Success Resources are. 

Your success is important to us. One of our indicators of client success is how often we hear from a client – and, no, fewer ServicePro 

tickets does not necessarily correlate to greater success! Clients who submit more support tickets and who call us for help with business 

processes make better use of Mercury and are more satisfied with their use of Mercury. In this session we will review strategies for getting 

the most from RMS World and out of the RMS team, both on site and remotely.

Monday, October 22 M-1 Named Roommate Groups - Presented 

By Greg Schlierf (RMS), Mystee 

Brodnick (Wright State University)

Roommate requests take on a totally new personality in Mercury 3. Students now form Roommate Groups and can see first-hand who is in, 

who is out, and who is ignoring requests. The days of Housing being the bad guy when it comes to roommate pairings are over. Use this 

component to take roommate requests, but also for vacancy-filling requests, efficient turnover of spaces between semesters, and more! 

Hear from Wright State about their use of the Named Roommate Group component this year.

Monday, October 22 M-2 Moving to Mercury Cloud - Presented By 

Phil Mosely (RMS)

Mercury Cloud has quickly become the choice for most new clients implementing Mercury. Additionally, existing clients are increasingly 

choosing to move to the Cloud. This session will review the process for moving to Mercury Cloud and discuss key considerations for 

existing clients who wish to move to the Cloud.

Monday, October 22 M-2 Turning the SQL from the Easy Report 

Builder into Advanced Filters - Presented 

By Rick Bashaw (RMS)

Advanced Filters are not just for the technically minded. If you are friends with the Easy Report Builder (ERB), you can borrow SQL from an 

Easy Report to use in an Advanced Filter for the Application List, the Bed Space Booking List, and more! This session will cover best use 

of the ERB to construct SQL for your use, and how to transform what you borrow into the format for different types of Advanced Filters.

Monday, October 22 M-2 Using Configured Accounting Operations 

to Save Time and Reduce Errors - 

Presented By Phil James (RMS)

Do you have items you commonly charge for? Do you want to get Internal Audit off of your back about human error in your billing and 

charges processes? Learn how to configure operations that save time and reduce errors for repetitive tasks such as damage charges and 

fee assessment.

Monday, October 22 M-3 Intellassign in Real Life - Presented By 

Heather Mayer (Duke University), 

Elizabeth Chelini (Sonoma State 

University), Lisa Surber (Western 

Carolina University), Emily Totherow 

(UNC Greensboro), with Jen Frank 

(RMS)

Intellassign is one of the most commonly adopted new features in Mercury 3. Come learn how several schools used Intellassign this year 

to improve their booking processes, from placing learning communities and special interest groups to running hundreds or thousands of 

freshmen assignments in next to no time.

Monday, October 22 M-3 InstaGrids and the Tables and Views 

Behind Advanced Filters and Reporting - 

Presented By Rick Bashaw (RMS), Lana 

Furry (RMS)

InstaGrids are the newest addition to Mercury – they allow you to configure an operation with a SQL query and, when run, produce a table 

of data, ready for export to Excel. Expand your use of Mercury exponentially with Advanced Filters (great for filtering your Dynamic Lists), 

InstaGrids, and Advanced Reports. Learn about the tables and views available to simplify your queries and get the right information in front 

of your team, fast! This session is geared at staff with SQL knowledge.

Monday, October 22 M-3 Enhancing The Staff User Experience - 

Presented By Stacy Travis (UC San 

Diego)

Customized templates/student-facing operations – check!.  Taking paper applications to online (LLC’s), providing new services (Bike 

Lockers!) and reconfiguring processes (Late Stay requests) – check!.  We’ve created dynamic lists to manage processes, reports for staff 

and workflow.  But how do we continue to enhance our staff user experience? Join UC San Diego as we show you how have engaged our 

teams within Housing, Residential Life and Campus Partners with enhancing their experience to find answers, review documentation, and 

see screenshots at their finger tips!
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Monday, October 22 M-4 Using My College Roomie with Mercury - 

Presented By Andrew Naylor and Liz 

Turino (Florida International University, 

Jay Sensi (My College Roomie)

This session will focus on the newly created, streamlined integration between Mercury and My College Roomie's roommate matching 

platform. The session will outline how the automatic data transfers between the systems make adding MCR to your software suite a 

breeze, and will also dive into the powerful functionality of My College Roomie for easy and effective roommate matching.

Monday, October 22 M-4 Landing Page Best Practices - 

Presented By Phil James (RMS) with 

Emily Totherow (UNC Greensboro) and 

Karen Dyches (The George Washington 

University)

It's time to see what people have been doing and learn from your peers! Staff from UNC Greensboro and The George Washington 

University join Phil to talk about how their landing pages have evolved and best practices moving forward.

Monday, October 22 M-4 Using Mercury to Manage the Contract 

Release Process - Presented By Felicia 

Berryman and Chris Stone-Sewalish 

(Michigan State University)

During the fall of 2018, Michigan State University is moving the paper-based application and approval process for housing contract 

releases to Mercury. This presentation will show how we use Mercury for both the student application (templates) and the approval process 

of the contract committee (dynamic lists and templates). Come learn how the contract committee is run and organized and see the tools we 

use in Mercury.

Monday, October 22 M-5 Leveraging Batch Processing in Mercury 

3 - Presented By Eric Hanson and Ben 

Chamness (Texas Tech)

Learn how Texas Tech streamlined multiple processes using batch processing to accomplish various tasks including, financial items such 

room management, inventory management, email notifications, and the Rollover and Deposit Return process covering $3.5M in 

transactions.

Monday, October 22 M-5 Spring Cleaning - Maximizing Your 

Living Area Data in the Mercury 3 World - 

Presented By Jen Frank and Lana Furry 

(RMS)

Mercury 3 introduced Living Area management enhancements, particularly around the ability to update and copy room configs and to track 

more information in new Living Area fields. This session discusses opportunities to get more out of your living area data, how to move to 

using Mercury Suites for your multi-bedroom units, removing old Parent Room records, adding more information to track your use of beds 

and improve student search options, and more!

Monday, October 22 M-5 Using the Mercury Waitlist for "Needs to 

Be Assigned," for Managing Room 

Changes, and More - Presented By Greg 

Schlierf (RMS)

No more paper lists stuck to your corkboard, no more sticky notes! Mercury Waitlists let you manage multiple waitlists with features such 

as limiting who can be on a list, how many spots there are on the list, ability for students to add and remove themselves from the list, and 

more. Use waitlists to track who needs housing and to manage room change requests. This session is an overview of waitlists and some 

best practices for getting the most out of this feature.

Tuesday, October 23 T-1 Two-For-One! Part 1: Utilizing Dynamic 

Lists for Living Learning Communities - 

Presented By Tara Hopkins and 

Shannon Norman (UNC Asheville) Part 

2: Saving Time with Express Check-In - 

Presented By Anne Spackman and Julie 

Wickham (Utah State)

Part 1: At UNC Asheville we moved our LLC application process into Mercury, making use of Dynamic Lists and Templates for viewing, 

approving, denying, wait-listing, and emailing LLC applicants. Come see how our process worked and discuss setting something similar up 

at your school.  Part 2: At Utah State, we used to have long lines at check-in. This year we decided to roll out an Express Check-In process 

where students complete the majority of their check-in paperwork online. Come learn how we did it and why we’re in love with our new 

streamlined process!

Tuesday, October 23 T-1 Intellassign Lessons Learned - 

Presented By Jen Frank (RMS)

Intellassign is a highly configurable operation that can be used to streamline a variety of assignment processes. This session covers 

lessons learned from a year of various clients using Intellassign. Learn how to make sure you're using Intellassign to the best of its abilities 

for your process and how to avoid some common pitfalls.

Tuesday, October 23 T-1 Five Minute Fixes - Presented By Greg 

Schlierf (RMS)

This rapid fire session will go over tips and tricks that are available to you now in Mercury. Did you know you can put a filter on your Living 

Area search on your Dynamic Lists so that only active areas show? That's just a taste of what this session will cover!

Tuesday, October 23 T-2 Managing Gender Inclusive Housing with 

Self Assignment - Presented By Andrew 

Naylor (Florida International University) 

and Bea Van Den Heuvel (Northeastern 

University)

Gender Inclusive Housing in on everyone's mind these days. Learn how Florida International University and Northeastern University have 

incorporated gender inclusive options into their self assignment processes.

Tuesday, October 23 T-2 Inspections in Real Life - Presented By 

Sandy Morgan (Mercer University), Dave 

Kloiber (University of South Florida), 

Karen Dyches (The George Washington 

University), with Rick Bashaw (RMS)

Inspections are one of the hottest new features in Mercury! Learn how several schools have used Mercury Inspections.
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Tuesday, October 23 T-2 Managing Server Load and Concurrent 

Users - Presented By Phil Mosely and 

Joe Yamiolkowski (RMS)

In this session we will review the “Concurrent User Guidelines for Mercury 3” and the techniques used by schools to help ensure success 

during high load. This presentation and discussion will be both for technical staff and housing decision makers.

Tuesday, October 23 T-RT Roundtables - IT Idea Sharing and Ask 

the Developers

Geared at IT staff who want to share ideas with each other or who have questions for our Developers. 

Tuesday, October 23 T-RT Roundtables - Broader Staff Access 

Within Your Department and for Campus 

Partners

Mercury is more than an assignment management system - it can be used by the entire housing and residence life staff, from RAs up to 

the Director, and can even be useful to campus partners. Discuss considerations on how to roll out Mercury to more staff, best practices for 

managing more User Access, and more.

Tuesday, October 23 T-RT Roundtables - Cross-Training Staff One of the biggest reasons clients have a drop off in their use of Mercury is staff turnover. Discuss cross-training methods and learn how 

you can ensure you don't have a single point of failure in your staffing patterns around Mercury.

Tuesday, October 23 T-3 Systems Integration - Interfaces in the 

World of M3 and M4 - Presented by 

Greg Schlierf (RMS)

When was the last time you reviewed your interfaces and what they are doing? Moving to Mercury 3 provides a perfect time to do this 

review. Why...well come to this session to find out. Also, get a sneak peak into the world of Mercury 4 interfaces and what you might expect 

when Mercury 4 is rolled out.

Tuesday, October 23 T-3 Completing Online Check-In and Check-

out, with Inspections! - Presented By 

Sandy Morgan and Adam Falk (Mercer 

University)

Would you like to save money and paper during your Check-in and Check-out processes? Mercury has the functionality to make your 

check-in and check-out processes online; therefore eliminating the need to print anything. We will demonstrate Mercer’s check-in and 

check-out process for students and staff utilizing Templates, Dynamic Lists and Inspections in Mercury.

Tuesday, October 23 T-3 Customizing the Mercury Base Booking 

Templates to Support Your Assignment 

Practices - Presented By Rick Bashaw 

(RMS)

The Mercury Base booking templates were designed to be broadly useful to the most clients, but they're templates, and that makes them 

customizable! This session will cover some best practices for customizing your booking templates, including topics such as making 

versions for specific processes to eliminate clicks, adding nominated bed space lists to limit which beds are shown, adding profile and 

application fields to give you useful information that may impact your booking selection, and more!

Tuesday, October 23 T-4 Client Success Stories: What Can the 

Client Success Team do for Your 

Campus? - Presented By Jen Frank and 

Greg Schlierf (RMS)

Many clients think that their relationship with RMS starts with training and ends with the Support team (who are great, don't get us wrong!), 

but there's another set of resources available to you as your use of Mercury evolves. This session will review how several clients have 

taken advantage of Client Success resources at RMS, from having annual 2-3 day visits focused on ongoing training and improvement, to 

a regular WebEx's focused on pushing a particular process forward.

Tuesday, October 23 T-4 Schedules and Sort Order for Self-

Assign and Intellassign - Presented By 

Phil James (RMS)

Gone are the days of externally creating a sort order or of manually entering self-assign schedules. The Mercury Create Sort Order 

operation and new Schedules functionality can be used individually or together for both Self-Assign and Intellassign processes. This 

session will cover the different ways they can be used in these processes, as well as methods for informing people of their selection time.

Tuesday, October 23 T-4 Sophisticated Reporting - Presented By 

Michael Evans (University of South 

Florida)

In a culture where numbers are driving funding and performance measures, Mercury reporting can be a great time saver.  By utilizing SQL 

and Telerik Reporting, you can design and distribute your reports easier and more efficient.

Wednesday, October 24 W-1 Sneak Peak: Mercury Conference - 

Presented By Phil Mosely and Joe 

Moore (RMS)

In this session we will discuss and demonstrate some of the functionality and features of Mercury Conference, which will replace the RMS 

Conference Module with its release as part of Mercury 4. This session is a great opportunity for you to provide feedback on Mercury 

Conference!

Wednesday, October 24 W-1 Booking Component Review - Presented 

By Rick Bashaw (RMS)

This session is a refresher on the settings in the various booking components (Room Selection, Room Retention, Roommate Pull-In, Room 

Change, Plan Selection, Plan Change; Booking Term Selection, Booking Date Selection, Room Booking Selection, Plan Booking 

Selection). It assumes basic template building knowledge and focuses only on the component settings and template data settings involved 

in templates that make bookings.

Wednesday, October 24 W-1 Using the Payment Component in M3 - 

Presented By Greg Schlierf (RMS)

When Upgrading to Mercury 3, users of the Payment Gateway will find some new features. Success and Decline Emails, Conditional 

options are just a few of the items that will be discussed. This session will explore these new features of Mercury 3 Payment Gateway and 

discuss some best practices on success with the payment gateway.

Wednesday, October 24 W-2 Diving Head First into Mercury 3 - 

Presented By James Fairchild, Jessica 

Moore, and Josh Gosdin (University of 

North Texas)

The University of North Texas will explore the assumptions, challenges, and benefits of transitioning homegrown processes directly into 

Mercury 3. Having not used Mercury prior to 3.0, we’ve had the opportunity to take an in-depth look at our current process, figure out the 

best things to keep, and the things we could improve upon in 3.0. We’ve faced roadblocks, found work-arounds, and have worked towards 

successful implementation for our staff.

Wednesday, October 24 W-2 Documentation Best Practices - 

Presented By Jen Frank (RMS)

As if she isn’t tall enough already, watch Jen get up on a documentation soapbox. But seriously, as your use of Mercury grows, it is 

increasingly important that you maintain documentation of how your Templates, Filters, Operations, and Dynamic Lists are related to each 

other and how they are expected to function. In this session we will review strategies for planning your template flow and Home Menu 

navigation and for maintaining your documentation as your process evolves. Future You will appreciate the effort!
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Wednesday, October 24 W-2 User Access Overview - Presented By 

Phil James (RMS)

Mercury Roles allow you to finely control which users see which items, potentially allowing you to open up access to a broader range of 

staff than you previously considered. In this session we'll review the basics of User Access and discuss some best practices around 

access management. If you currently just put everyone into the same basic role(s) and know you could be doing better, this session is for 

you!


